Age and executive ability impact the neural correlates of race perception
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Abstract

Decreased executive ability elicits racial bias. We clarified the neural correlates of how executive ability contributes to race perception by comparing young adults (YA) to a population with highly variable executive ability: older adults (OA). After replicating work showing higher race bias in OA vs YA and a negative association between bias and executive ability, a subsample of White YA and OA perceived Black and White faces and cars during functional magnetic resonance imaging. YA had higher executive ability than OA, and OA had higher variability in executive ability. When perceiving Black vs White faces, YA exhibited more dorsolateral prefrontal cortex recruitment—a region previously implicated in regulating prejudiced responses—than OA. Moreover, OA with relatively impaired executive ability had more amygdala activity toward Black faces vs OA with relatively intact executive ability, whereas responses to White faces did not differ. Both YA and OA with relatively intact executive ability had stronger amygdala-ventrolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity when perceiving Black vs White faces. These findings are the first to disentangle age from executive ability differences in neural recruitment when perceiving race, potentially informing past behavioral work on aging and race perception.
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Introduction

Executive ability negatively predicts racial bias (Payne, 2005), with research suggesting that increased racial bias evidenced in older vs younger adults (e.g. Gonsalkorale et al., 2009) emerges given their highly variable executive ability (Yilkoski et al., 1999). Racial bias negatively impacts social interactions (Brown, 2011). Although individuals differing in executive ability similarly activate racial stereotypes, those with lower executive ability regulate stereotypes less, eliciting more bias (Payne, 2005). Identifying how executive ability affects processing race information is critical for developing interventions mitigating racial bias.

Viewing Black vs White faces elicits amygdala and prefrontal engagement in White perceivers (for a review, see Amodio, 2014). While increased amygdala activity toward Black faces may reflect increased bias (Phelps et al., 2000), increased prefrontal activity may reflect controlled processing (e.g. Amodio, 2010). Evidencing this possibility, prefrontal activity facilitates racial stereotype regulation (Cunningham et al., 2004; Amodio et al., 2007; Amodio, 2010). Prefrontal regions [anterior cingulate, dorsolateral/ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC)] affect unique aspects of cognitive control during race perception (Amodio, 2014), but individual differences in the extent of their engagement underlie behavior (Amodio et al., 2003; Richeson et al., 2003). To investigate how executive ability impacts the neural correlates of race perception, we examined a population with reduced executive ability: older adults (OA). Regulatory decline associated with aging (Mayr et al., 2001) predicts increased racial bias (Gonsalkorale et al., 2009; Stewart et al., 2009; von Hippel et al., 2000). How it affects the processing of race information with age remains unknown.

Regulatory decline with age may disrupt recognizing the need for control, initiating control or maintaining control (see Amodio, 2014). Neuroimaging can elucidate this mechanism because separable neural regions support distinct aspects of control (e.g. Berkman et al., 2012). For instance, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) engages when signaling the need for control (Botvinick et al., 2001), including in tasks detecting biased attitudes (Stanley et al., 2008). vlPFC contributes to initiating control...
Comparing young adults (YA) with relatively preserved executive ability, to OAs—with widely variable executive ability (Yilkoski et al., 1999)—can clarify how aging and executive ability affect the neural correlates of race perception. If aging disrupts prefrontal responses toward Black vs White faces suggested to be associated with maintaining control (Knutson et al., 2007) and controlling stereotypes (Cattaneo et al., 2011), even in tasks de-emphasizing race (e.g. Cunningham et al., 2004).

To better understand age and executive ability effects on the neural correlates of race perception, we considered their influences on regions linked to different aspects of perceiving race (Arnoldio, 2014). Prefrontal activity attenuates amygdala engagement (Hariri et al., 2003), and responses toward stigmatized individuals (Krendl et al., 2012). Executive ability could thereby affect amygdala-prefrontal connectivity previously linked to regulating race-based responses (Forbes et al., 2012). If executive ability affects amygdala-prefrontal coupling, YA and relatively intact OA should have increased coupling in amygdala responses to race. Specifically, relatively impaired OA vs relatively intact OA and YA might have increased amygdala responses to Black faces, but similar responses to White. Elucidating these differences in the neural correlates of race perception can enhance our understanding of the mechanisms underlying increased racial bias with age (e.g. Gonsalkorale et al., 2009).

### Experiment 1a

Aging and race research has revealed age differences in bias, suggesting that relative executive ability underscores this disparity. To connect the present work to this literature, we sought to conceptually replicate findings of more bias with age and a relationship between bias and executive ability (e.g. Gonsalkorale et al., 2009). These relationships widely inform aging-related work on stereotyping and prejudice (von Hippel et al., 2000) and social functioning more broadly (von Hippel, 2007). Because OA behavioral samples (e.g. N = 112 in Stewart et al., 2009) are typically larger than available neuroimaging samples (e.g. N = 17 in Moran et al., 2012), we verified these relationships in larger community-based samples before our neuroimaging investigation. While smaller samples may mask these relationships, larger-scale conceptual replications can verify these effects.

### Materials and methods

We compared race Implicit Association Test (IAT) (Greenwald and Banaji, 1995; Greenwald et al., 2003) data from 83 White YA (M_{age} = 20.04, s.d. = 2.13, 49 female) and 86 OA (M_{age} = 70.44 years, s.d. = 6.72, 53 female) who completed various lab experiments (Table 1). Subjects provided written informed consent and the Indiana University IRB approved data collection. The IAT followed the seven-block protocol described in Greenwald et al. (2003). Participants viewed 12 images of male faces (six Black and six White) and 12 words (six pleasant and six unpleasant) and categorized them in stereotypically congruent (e.g. a pleasant word with a White face) or incongruent (e.g. a pleasant word with a Black face) ways. Congruent and incongruent blocks were pseudorandomly presented (e.g. some...
participants saw the congruent vs incongruent block first). After removing trials <200 ms and over 3000 ms, we calculated IAT D, which divides the reaction time difference between incongruent and congruent blocks by the standard deviation of latencies (Greenwald et al., 2003), as a measure of implicit bias.

We next examined White YA (N = 25, M_{age} = 19.12 s.d. = 0.97, 16 female) and OA (N = 27, M_{age} = 71.44, s.d. = 6.63, 16 female) performance on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (WCST). The WCST measures cognitive flexibility and validly assesses age differences in executive ability (Rhodes, 2004) and prefrontal function (Ridderinkhof et al., 2002). We correlated number of categories achieved, which approximates executive ability (Glisky et al., 1995), with IAT D.

**Results and discussion**

OA (M=0.43, s.d.=0.46) had more bias than YA (M=0.30, s.d.=0.33), t(167)=2.19, P=0.03, d=0.34 (Figure 1a). Bias and executive ability correlated in the entire sample, r_s(50) = –0.32, P=0.02 (Figure 1b), and within OA alone, r_s(25) = –0.65, P<0.001. Like prior work (Payne, 2005), individuals with less executive ability had more bias. These findings reflect previously shown age-bias and executive ability-bias relationships. Investigating how age and executive ability impact the neural correlates of race perception in a subset of these individuals may further inform these findings.

**Experiment 1b**

**Methods**

**Participants**

Sixteen YA (M_{age} =21.31 years, s.d. = 1.78, age range = 19–26, 8 female) and 39 OA (M_{age} = 69.51 years, s.d. = 5.64, age range = 60–82, 22 female) completed the fMRI study. Aside from one OA (whose IAT data were lost due to computer error), these participants were a subset of those analyzed for Experiment 1a. The same IAT scores, collected on the scanning date, were used in both experiments. Experiment 1b participants underwent fMRI on the basis of their willingness and ability to undergo fMRI. Participants were right-handed, did not have conditions potentially impacting cognitive function or brain activity, and provided written informed consent. The Indiana University IRB approved this study.

Participants completed the race IAT, Shipley vocabulary (Shipley, 1986), and a well-validated executive ability battery (Glisky et al., 1995) (Table 1) consisting of five subtests: WCST, FAS word fluency, mental arithmetic (Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale—Revised), and mental control and backward digit span (Wechsler Memory Scale—Revised). Executive ability was scored using established conventions (see Glisky et al., 1995 for details). We were unable to obtain vocabulary data from four OA. We assessed composite executive ability because a single task could bias fMRI findings toward deficits in regions whose activity maps onto a specific task vs broader differences. OA had Mini-Mental State Examination scores >26 (M = 28.74, s.d. = 1.07) (Folstein et al., 1975).

**Stimuli and task**

Participants viewed 20 grayscale Black upright faces, Black inverted faces, White upright faces, White inverted faces, black upright cars, black inverted cars, white upright cars and white inverted cars. Because inverted stimuli were of interest for a separate study, they will not be discussed in depth. However, because these images conveyed race information, they were included in our first-level design matrix. This allowed us to verify that inverted faces did not affect activity in our regions of interest (i.e. amygdala and prefrontal cortex). If inversion did not impact activity, then we could collapse across upright and inverted faces to look at overall age differences in race perception. There were no main effects of or interactions with inversion in lateral PFC or amygdala in our analyses of age and executive ability [see analysis of variance (ANOVA) models below], suggesting inversion did not influence our areas of interest. All analyses collapsed across upright and inverted faces.1

In an event-related design, images were presented pseudorandomly one time each, with no more than two of the same image type sequentially. All eight conditions were represented in all runs. Half of the images appeared on the right side of the display, and half on the left. It was equally probable that images from all conditions would appear on either side. Participants indicated on which side pictures appeared via button press (e.g. Cunningham et al., 2004). Periods of jitter, in the form of a fixation cross at the display’s center, ranged from zero to three timepoints. A random number generator determined the order of jitter. Participant responses were monitored to ensure attention during the task.

1 Although neural data did not evidence inversion effects in the regions of interest, inversion may nevertheless affect bias-related behavior. Future work should directly address this idea in behavioral paradigms.
Data acquisition and analysis

Whole-brain imaging was performed on a Siemens 3.0T TIM Trio MRI scanner at the Indiana University Imaging Research Facility. Anatomical images were acquired with a high-resolution 3-D magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo sequence (192 slices, TE = 2.67 ms, TR = 2000 ms, flip angle = 9°, 1 × 1 × 1 mm voxel). Functional images were collected over three runs of 121 timepoints each, using a fast field echo-planar sequence sensitive to blood oxygen level dependent contrast (T2*; 40 slices obtained in an interleaved even order with 3.3 mm thickness and 0 mm skip, TR = 2500 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 70°).

Preprocessing and analyses of functional data were conducted in SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). Images were slice-time corrected, realigned to correct for motion, normalized to the MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) template, and smoothed using an 8-mm full-width-half-max Gaussian kernel. Data were resampled to 3 mm-isotropic voxels in a 96 × 96 × 96 matrix. A general linear model incorporating the image types (Black/White and upright/inverted faces and cars) and covariates of no interest (a session mean, a linear trend and six movement parameters derived from realignment corrections) computed parameter estimates (β) and t-contrast images (containing weighted parameter estimates) for each comparison at each voxel. Events were modeled as a boxcar with durations of one trial (2.5 s). Relevant parameter estimates were included in a group level analysis, treating participants as a random effect.

Given our hypotheses regarding prefrontal cortex, we constrained our analyses by an anatomically defined mask (bilateral frontal lobe, which comprised prefrontal cortex extending to motor cortex) from the WFU Pickatlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002; Maldjian et al., 2003, 2004). A 2 (Age Group: Young, Old) × 2 (Race: Black, White) ANOVA model assessed age effects on prefrontal response to race. More specifically, we examined Age Group × Race interactions to identify prefrontal regions where younger and OA neural responses differed with respect to race. We then created t-contrasts to decompose emergent interactions [(Young > Old for Black < White) and (Old > Young for Black > White)]. For instance, (Young > Old for Black < White) revealed prefrontal activations greater for YA than OA when viewing Black vs White faces. Given our interest in the amygdala, we also extracted parameter estimates from anatomically defined amygdala regions and entered these values into two 2 (Age Group: Young, Old) × 2 (Race: Black, White) ANOVAs. See Supplementary Materials for an exploratory whole-brain analysis between YA and OA that characterized the same activations with the parameter estimates for black and white cars. Peak coordinates in prefrontal cortex were identified by an extent threshold of 13 contiguous voxels (resampled) exceeding a voxel-wise threshold of P < 0.005. One-thousand Monte Carlo simulations indicated this provided a corrected experiment-wise threshold of P < 0.05 (for details, see Slotnick et al., 2003). Brodmann areas were obtained with MRCron (Rorden and Brett, 2000).

Psychophysiological interactions. Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses performed using gPPI (McLaren et al., 2012), examined functional connectivity from a left amygdala seed to prefrontal cortex using the frontal lobe mask described above. The deconvolved time series from a 6 mm radius sphere around the seed was extracted from each participant. First-level images were entered into two-sample t-tests to identify age and executive ability differences in regions coupled with the amygdala when perceiving Black vs White faces. We selected the amygdala seed because it was the only emergent activation from our amygdala analyses sensitive to age or executive ability (see below). The center coordinate was identified from contrasting Impaired > Intact OA when perceiving Black vs White faces using a threshold consistent with related work [P < 0.01 and k = 5; (Rule et al., 2013)].

Results

Differences in bias

Unlike Experiment 1a, which critically had larger samples, YA (M = 0.48, s.d. = 0.24) and OA (M = 0.47, s.d. = 0.40) did not differ in bias (IAT D), P = 0.92. Bias among relatively intact (M = 0.41,
Identifying age effects on the neural correlates of race perception

Interactions between Age Group and Race emerged in bilateral dlPFC (Table 3). T-tests showed greater dlPFC activation toward Black vs White faces in YA vs OA (Table 3 and Figure 2). Parameter estimates for characterization purposes showed YA activated dlPFC for Black over White faces, \( t_{right}(15) = 3.22, P = 0.01; t_{left}(15) = 2.77, P = 0.01 \), no dissociations in OA, \( P_s > 0.76 \) and confirmed the interactions \( F_{right}(1, 53) = 8.19, P = 0.01, \eta^2_p = 0.13; F_{left}(1, 53) = 6.09, P = 0.02, \eta^2_p = 0.10 \). To verify that these findings were due to age vs executive ability, we contrasted YA with relatively intact OA (these groups differed in age, but not executive

### Table 3. Age Group × Race interactions from the GLM analysis (Experiment 1b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group × Race</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>Cluster size (k)</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>MNI coordinates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young × Race</td>
<td>L dorsolateral prefrontal cortex</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12.22</td>
<td>39, 48, 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R dorsolateral prefrontal cortex</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9.82</td>
<td>−39, 42, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young × Race: Old for Black × White</td>
<td>Region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L middle cingulate gyrus</td>
<td>24/31</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>−9, −24, 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R dorsolateral prefrontal cortex</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>39, 48, 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R dorsolateral prefrontal cortex</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>36, 42, 27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L dorsolateral prefrontal cortex</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>−39, 42, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old × Race: Young for Black × White</td>
<td>Region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No significant regions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Regions listed without a cluster size are subsumed by the cluster above.

Fig. 2. Age × Race interactions emerged in bilateral dlPFC activity in Experiment 1b. Replicating prior work, YA had greater activation toward Black vs White faces. However, no dissociations emerged for OA. Error bars represent standard errors.
ability) when perceiving Black vs White faces. This analysis revealed similar prefrontal activations as when examining all OA (see Supplementary Materials). No Age Group × Color interactions emerged in these dlPFC activations when parameter estimates from cars were examined, *P* > 0.20. In addition to being age-specific, the dlPFC findings were race-specific. No Age Group × Race interactions emerged in the amygdala when examining extracted parameter estimates, *P* > 0.54.

Identifying executive ability effects on the neural correlates of race perception

Left amygdala parameter estimates elicited an Executive Ability × Race interaction, *F*(1, 37) = 4.78, *P* = 0.04, ηp² = 0.11 (Figure 3). Relatively impaired OA had greater activity toward Black faces vs relatively intact OA, *t*(37) = 2.24, *P* = 0.03, with no difference for White faces, *P* = 0.99. This left amygdala activity pattern was race-specific. In left amygdala parameter estimates from relatively intact and impaired OA for black and white cars, no Executive Ability × Color interaction emerged, *P* = 0.20.

To clarify if this effect was specific to OA with high executive ability vs higher executive ability more broadly, we conducted a second 2 (Executive Ability: YA, Relatively intact OA) × 2 (Race: Black, White) ANOVA on parameter estimates extracted from the left amygdala. No interaction emerged, *P* = 0.16, although YA vs relatively intact OA appeared to have greater activation to Black faces. No interaction emerged for YA vs relatively impaired OA, *P* = 0.70. No Executive Ability × Race interactions emerged in right amygdala or prefrontal cortex.

Identifying impacts of age and executive ability on amygdala-prefrontal connectivity

Relatively intact and relatively impaired OA differed in left amygdala response, but not PFC recruitment, toward Black vs White faces. To examine why this might be, we identified prefrontal regions functionally coupled with a left amygdala seed when perceiving Black vs White faces. Because left amygdala activation was sensitive to race based on OA executive ability, we characterized a seed region by contrasting relatively impaired to intact OA left amygdala activity toward Black vs White faces. This yielded an activation (*k* = 9, *t* = 2.75, *P* = 0.003) around coordinates −24, −3, −15. We used a 6 mm radius spherical seed around these coordinates in our PPI analyses.

We examined executive ability effects on amygdala-prefrontal connectivity during race perception by comparing relatively intact vs impaired OA in a between-groups *t*-test. Relatively intact OA had stronger connectivity between left amygdala and a specific peak in vlPFC (BA 44; *k* = 12, *t* = 3.41, *P* = 0.001, peak MNI coordinates: 45, 6, 24) than relatively impaired OA when perceiving Black vs White faces (Figure 4a). Comparing connectivity between relatively impaired vs intact
OA revealed a left superior frontal gyrus peak (BA 8; k = 15, t = 3.19, P = 0.001, peak MNI coordinates: −21, 30, 54).

To verify that less executive ability corresponded with reduced amygdala-vlPFC connectivity when perceiving race, we compared YA to relatively impaired and intact OA. YA had stronger amygdala-vlPFC connectivity than relatively impaired OA (BA 44/48; k = 38, t = 3.83, P < 0.001, peak MNI coordinates: 51, 9, 9) (Figure 4b) when perceiving Black vs White faces. No regions emerged in the reverse contrast (relatively impaired OA > YA), and when comparing YA to relatively intact OA. No overall age differences in amygdala-prefrontal connectivity emerged.

Discussion

This work clarified how age and executive ability affect the neural correlates of race perception by comparing YA to OA, a population with highly variable executive ability. We reveal age effects in dlPFC activation toward Black vs White faces, consistent with an account of aging disrupting the ability to maintain controlled responses to race. Further, OA with relatively intact executive ability had lower amygdala responses to race facilitated by increased connectivity between amygdala and vlPFC, a region linked to initiating control, when perceiving Black vs White faces.

Age differences in dlPFC activity may reflect broadly found cohort differences (e.g. Kwee and Nakada, 2003). That both groups of OA had similar dlPFC engagement toward White and Black faces may reflect increased difficulty maintaining the suppression of racial stereotypes (Stanley et al., 2008; Kubota et al., 2012), which potentially contributes to the relationship between bias and executive ability in Experiment 1a. Indeed, increased dlPFC activation corresponds with suppressing stereotypic attitudes (Knutson et al., 2007). This interpretation was bolstered by the Age × Race interaction from our whole-brain ANOVA primarily revealing frontal activations (see Supplementary Materials). Although the present task did not connect biased behavior to prefrontal activity, this could be due to several factors. For instance, bias is associated with prefrontal activity on tasks where participants explicitly evaluate race (e.g. Lieberman et al., 2005), which was not the case in the current study. Further, the OA cohort in the imaging study were relatively high functioning, perhaps concealing a mediating effect of executive ability on age-related dlPFC engagement and expressed bias. The neural differences revealed here may potentially preclude larger behavioral differences evident with ongoing regulatory decline. Future research should assess this possibility using behavioral and imaging methods.

Our finding is consistent with work demonstrating that OA show reduced dlPFC activity in tasks requiring the maintenance of cognitive control (e.g. Esposito et al., 1999; Rypma et al., 2001; Kwee and Nakada, 2003), but extends this prior work to include activity related to race perception. Indeed, that dlPFC activity often correlates with anti-outgroup bias suggests its role in maintaining control over biased attitudes (Richeson et al., 2003; Knutson et al., 2007). Guided by the present findings and past research (e.g. Amodio et al., 2008), future work should assess how age differences in dlPFC activity during race perception impact different aspects of behavior in response to race.

Differences in OA executive ability contribute to bias (e.g. Gonsalkorale et al., 2009). Our data identify a potential mechanism for this effect. Specifically, OA with relatively impaired vs intact executive ability had heightened amygdala response to Black faces, but similar responses toward White faces. Black faces trigger arousing negative associations (Stephan et al., 2002) and affect (Hendricks and Bootzin, 1976), as well as threat-related amygdala activation (Chekroud et al., 2014). More amygdala response to Black faces in relatively impaired vs intact OA is consistent with work showing increased bias given decreased executive ability with age (e.g. von Hippel et al., 2000; Radvansky et al., 2010), as well as work showing that OA with higher regulatory ability attend less to amygdala-responsive negative information to optimize positive affect and mood (Mather and Carstensen, 2005). Speculatively, less amygdala activity toward Black faces in relatively intact OA may reflect work suggesting less amygdala reactivity in OA vs YA toward negative images is a way to improve affective experiences (Mather et al., 2004). Similar activation toward White faces could, speculatively, reflect comparable salience of these faces regardless of executive ability.

Moreover, although OA with relatively intact vs impaired executive ability did not differ in their prefrontal activation toward Black vs White faces, they had increased amygdala-vlPFC connectivity. People use control to regulate responses to emotionally evocative stimuli that activates the amygdala (Hariri et al., 2003; Ochaner and Gross, 2005). Declines in the functional connectivity between the amygdala and prefrontal cortex, and not prefrontal activation alone, may be associated with increased amygdala response to Black vs White faces.

That executive ability impacted amygdala-prefrontal connectivity may inform behavioral work connecting bias to executive ability (e.g. Experiment 1a, Payne, 2005) and work showing executive ability to specifically impact OA bias (e.g. Gonsalkorale et al., 2009). More executive ability during race perception may facilitate enhanced communication from the amygdala (which signals negative associations with Black faces as compared with White; Chekroud et al., 2014) to vlPFC (which signals the initiation of control, and the regulation of race-related responses (Cunningham et al., 2003, 2004; Lieberman et al., 2005). Indeed, increased amygdala response to Black vs White faces has been previously linked to increased bias in YA (Phelps et al., 2000). Although relatively intact and impaired OA had less dlPFC activity to race relative to YA, intact OA may potentially compensate for this deficit through increased amygdala-vlPFC activity. Indeed, amygdala-vlPFC coupling plays a dynamic role in reducing negative affect (Banks et al., 2007) and regulating affective responses during race perception (Lieberman et al., 2005). Reduced amygdala-vlPFC functional coupling may be associated with increased amygdala response to Black vs White faces in relatively impaired OA. Future research can be designed to examine the nature of this potential relationship.

Unexpectedly, YA amygdala response to race did not differ from relatively impaired OA. Prior work has similarly shown that relatively intact OA exhibit increased prefrontal activity relative to relatively impaired OA and YA when perceiving stigmatized individuals (Krendl et al., 2009). While relatively intact OA may display similar behavior to YA, the neural mechanisms that give rise to these behaviors may differ (Cabeza et al., 2002; Park and Reuter-Lorenz, 2009). Intact OA may simply use a different strategy than YA or impaired OA when perceiving race. Speculatively, executive ability may help OA subvert emotional responses by, for instance, attending less to negative information to optimize positive affect (Mather and Carstensen, 2005). In contrast, given their broad focus on knowledge acquisition (Carstensen et al., 1999), YA may suppress responses once they occur. Lending behavioral support to this possibility, OA with higher executive ability, but not YA, show more gaze following
to faces with positive vs negative subtle emotional cues (Petrican et al., 2012). Future research should more directly disentangle this possibility, as the present task was designed to assess if we use activation differences occur.

The present study used YA in comparison to OA to elucidate roles of age and executive ability on race perception. A limitation of this approach is that these individuals may differ on factors other than their executive ability. However, the intact and impaired OA were matched on years of education and were from the same geographic location, and no participants reported illnesses potentially affecting cognitive function (e.g. stroke, diabetes, recent heart attacks). By controlling for factors potentially related to bias (e.g. concerns for impression management, life experience, attitudes), research (e.g. von Hippel et al., 2000; Gonsalkorale et al., 2009) has shown that OA express more bias than YA because of declining executive ability vs holding stronger associations. Moreover, relationships between bias regulation and executive ability have been demonstrated in YA by manipulating divided attention (Krendl, 2016). Comparing OA to YA is thus appropriate to disentangle effects of age and executive ability on race perception.

Although Experiment 1a demonstrated higher bias in OA vs YA, replicating numerous similar findings (e.g. von Hippel et al., 2000; Gonsalkorale et al., 2009), this relationship was not observed in Experiment 1b. Examining means across samples revealed higher bias in the YA in Experiment 1b vs 1a, t(81) = 2.52, P = 0.01. One possible explanation for this finding is that individual differences within YA potentially contributed to this disparity. For instance, individual differences in empathy (Pettigrew and Tropp, 2008) and personality dimensions such as openness (Sibley and Duckitt, 2008) predict prejudice. An examination of an independent sample of YA with comparable implicit bias (M = 0.48, s.d. = 0.33) as the YA in Experiment 1b indeed showed similar relationships.2 Although we did not collect these measures from the YA in Studies 1a and 1b, these additional data suggest that the YA in 1b could have differed from the 1a sample in similar ways, ultimately affecting their bias. These differences may simply reflect natural variation within YA, and be further complicated by factors such as intergroup contact that impact both empathy and prejudice (Pettigrew and Tropp, 2008), rather than a systematic difference based on whether individuals volunteer for fMRI.

Further, it is worth noting that although YA in Experiment 1a were about evenly split among self-reported conservative and liberal political affiliations, a larger proportion of the YA in Experiment 1b had self-reported conservative (vs liberal) political affiliations (Table 1). That people with more conservative political affiliations (e.g. Republican vs Democrat) express less favorable attitudes toward stigmatized groups (for a review, see Jost et al., 2009) could, speculatively, contribute to why the smaller sample of YA in Experiment 1b did not differ from a OA in bias. Natural variation based on these and other individual differences may also affect OA behavior and neural response beyond effects of aging and executive function. Future neuroimaging work using larger and more variable samples of YA and OA may therefore aim to disentangle how these individual differences may affect prejudice, and whether they differ across age groups.

However, levels of bias obtained for relatively intact and impaired OA occurred in the expected pattern. OA participating in neuroimaging studies are a self-selected sample and often highly educated and active. This may make differences in bias difficult to detect in the smaller samples of OA volunteering for neuroimaging. However, the present study suggests that neural change in response to race due to age and executive ability may occur before behavioral change (i.e. prejudiced behavior) manifests. Speculatively, significant neural change may mark the origins of increased prejudice due to age and executive ability. It will be important for future research to consider this possibility, perhaps through longitudinal work to actively track patterns of neural and behavioral change.

By comparing YA to a population with relatively compromised executive ability, we broaden our understanding of how differences in age and executive ability uniquely impact the neural correlates of race perception. Given the shifting demographic landscape of the USA, these data inform our understanding of how OA specifically perceive race relative to YA. Executive ability appears to influence amygdala responses to other- vs same-race individuals, and also impacts amygdala-prefrontal connectivity during race perception. By identifying age-related processing differences in perceiving race, we may begin to develop new strategies aimed at mitigating bias with age.
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